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Board Communique 88 — February 2023

Dear Elizabeth,

The Board was delighted to meet in Canberra last week for the first time in 2023, and the first time under the
leadership of ATSE’s new President, Dr Katherine Woodthorpe. The Board also welcomed new Director, Dr Sue
MacLeman, at this meeting. 
 
ATSE is now halfway through our 2021-2025 Strategic Plan, and the internal and external context has changed
considerably since the Fellowship consultation for this plan was held in 2020: the world has in many respects grown
less certain and more in need than ever of sound evidence-based technological, scientific and engineering
solutions. At the same time, our own Academy has grown in capability and potential to rise to that challenge, and
our discussion at the meeting centred on the opportunities the changing global, geo-political, security and
technology landscape presents – with particular regard to growing ties in our global region, and addressing
Australia’s urgent STEM workforce pressures.
 
With several new initiatives over the past 12 months, including Elevate: Boosting Women in STEM, the Global
Science and Technology Diplomacy Fund, and our new STEM industry internships program, the Secretariat has
grown in number and capability, and financial resourcing is sound – providing a strong position from which to
consider priorities going forward.
 
Following presentations by and discussion with Secretariat team leaders, the Board has identified the following
priorities for the year ahead:

1. Refresh and re-invigorate ATSE’s secondary school education program, STELR, to better support teachers
in Australian STEM classrooms

2. Commence planning in earnest towards hosting learned engineering academies from around the world, at
the 2025 meeting of the international Council of Academies of Technological Sciences and
Engineering (CAETS)

3. Move into a rolling three-year cycle for ATSE’s major annual events, with a focus this year on celebrating
new Fellows with a day-long seminar and awardees at a gala dinner the same night; a policy symposium in
addition to these in 2024, and the major public symposium to coincide with the CAETS meeting in 2025 to
complement our own new Fellows and awardee events.

4. Map ATSE’s existing ties with industry, and work with Fellows to craft an Industry Engagement Strategy
5. Support improved engagement with early- and mid-career STEM professionals with an ATSE Emerging

Leaders program

The Secretariat will work with these priorities to create a draft operational plan and budget for 2023/24, which the
Audit and Risk Committee and Board will consider in the coming months.
Meanwhile, we are aware that Assembly intends to suport a mid-term Strategic Plan review and consultation across
Fellowship, and we look forward to hearing more from the Fellowship in the months ahead.
 
We look forward to a busy and enjoyable year, and to meeting with and hearing from Fellows.

Yours Sincerely,

The Directors of the Board
 6 February 2023
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The Academy acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the lands on which we meet and work.
We pay our respects to Elders past and present.
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